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To all whom it may concern:

Be it known that I, Richard D. A. Pabott, of the city of New York, county of New York, State of New York, have invented a new and useful improvement in the construction of Levees or Embankments; and I do declare the following to be a full, clear, and exact description thereof:

The object of the invention is to provide a new and improved method of securing the levees or embankments of waterways, by means of which the bank may be securely fixed in place and protected against the encroachment of water, without the use of difficulties, such as piles or wooden sheet piling.

The invention consists essentially in building the levee or embankment by means of a series of blocks, each block being of a definite and known size, and arranged in a regular and systematic manner, so that the levee or embankment may be built up in a regular and uniform manner, without the need for special materials or tools.

1. In a levee or embankment, a unit comprising a plurality of blocks, each block being of a definite and known size, and arranged in a regular and systematic manner, so that the levee or embankment may be built up in a regular and uniform manner, without the need for special materials or tools.

2. A levee or embankment, comprising a plurality of blocks, each block being of a definite and known size, and arranged in a regular and systematic manner, so that the levee or embankment may be built up in a regular and uniform manner, without the need for special materials or tools.

3. A levee or embankment, comprising a plurality of blocks, each block being of a definite and known size, and arranged in a regular and systematic manner, so that the levee or embankment may be built up in a regular and uniform manner, without the need for special materials or tools.

The above description of the invention, I declare as new and useful to overcome the objections of Letters Patent.

Invention: Richard D. A. Pabott.

Date: Feb. 25, 1895.

Oath of Applicant.

I, Richard D. A. Pabott, do declare that I am the inventor of the above-named invention, and that I hath discovered the same.


This invention may be inspected at the Patent Office, Washington, D. C.